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Report Summary: 
Transportation planning projects carry great potential to alter existing land use patterns in the 
areas where they take place. Neighborhood concerns have not typically played a significant role 
in the shaping of transportation projects. 
A new transportation planning model places private parties in control of the planning process; 
concerns have been expressed that this model increases the potential for further distortion of the 
planning process and decreased influence for neighborhood voices. 
The l-35W Access Project is studied here in order to explore these issues. 
This report finds that the above concerns are justified. 
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The 35W/Lake Street Access Project: Study of Transportation Planning Through a 
Public/Private Partnership Process 
Note: This is a DRAFT Report completed May 15, 2000, and does not reflect recent 
developments in the 35W Access Project. A Final Report is anticipated for October 2000. 
I. Introduction: 
Urban form is altered through the action of various players, including public agencies, commercial 
interests, citizens, elected officials, design professionals, and others. End results are shaped by 
the complex interactions between these actors, who may have widely diverging interests and 
goals, and who may hold varying degrees of investment (financial or otherwise) in the outcomes 
of this process. The consequences of planning actions are long lived and wide ranging, with 
effects on city form, land use patterns, accessibility, livability, sustainability, and quality of life, 
among others. 
As the public looks to government agencies and their work witJ, increasing skepticism, and as 
private entities are touted as more efficient providers of public services (in education, law 
enforcement, and other infrastructure), public/private partnerships are routinely formed in order to 
engage these private entities and capture some of their supposed efficiencies in the carrying out 
of traditional public functions. 
Transportation planning, traditionally the realm of city, county and state transportation agencies, 
is no exception to this trend. Partnering agreements, design/build/oversight contracts, and other 
similar arrangements now proliferate in an arena long dominated by public agencies. Although 
private interests have in the past been able to influence transportation planning processes to 
some degree, recent initiatives that formally assign stewardship of these processes to private 
coalitions with limited public oversight raise fundamental questions about the appropriate role of 
such arrangements in the planning of public infrastructure improvements, as occasions may arise 
in which the interests of these private agents could conflict with the greater public good. Given 
the significant, city shaping impacts of transportation planning decisions, investigating the wisdom 
of such an approach would appear to be an appropriate endeavor. 
A public/private transportation planning process currently underway in the Phillips neighborhood 
is studied here in order to examine some of these concerns. 
II. Background I Present conditions in the l-35W project area: 
The Phillips Partnership, a coalition of business interests located in the Phillips neighborhood, 
recently obtained a $2 million grant from the federal government to be used towards the 
preparation of preliminary plans for upgraded access to Interstate 35W. Hennepin County, the 
City of Minneapolis and Mn/DOT have committed to provide the required 20% local match for the 
work. Phillips Partnership has hired engineering consultants to prepare the preliminary plans and 
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a local law firm to provide project management and lobbying services. Since disbursement of the 
federal aid is contingent on the establishment of a citizen participation mechanism, a Project 
Advisory Committee (PAC) has been formed to satisfy this requirement. I have been attending 
meetings of this committee for several months. 
a. Location of proposed project: 
Most of the changes proposed in this project take place in the Phillips neighborhood, which is 
located South of the Minneapolis central business district, and is in its present form bounded by 
Interstate 94 on the North, Interstate 35 on the West, Hiawatha Avenue on the East and Lake 
Street on the South. A map of the area is provided below: 
b. Demographics I Present conditions in the Phillips neighborhood: 
Analysis of 1990 Census data yields the following: 
• About 50% of Phillips' 17 000 residents live in poverty (the rate for Minneapolis as a whole is 
18.5%, and for the metro region it is 5.8%). 
• 63% of all families with related children under 18 live in poverty. 
• 77% of all female householder units with related children live in poverty. 
• Non-whites account for the majority of the population of the neighborhood (makeup is 23% 
Native American, 21% African American, 4% Latino, 8% Asian, and 46% White). 
■ Per capita income for the neighborhood is less than $7000, and the median family income of 
$11500 is less than one quarter of that for the metropolitan region. 
• Almost 60% of neighborhood residents do not have access to an automobile. 
It is important to note that the neighborhood is presently experiencing some improvement in its 
conditions. Lack of affordable housing elsewhere has led to increased real estate and rental 
demand in the neighborhood, contributing to the stabilization of property values. Immigrant 
communities, small business entrepreneurs, and revitalization efforts by neighborhood groups 
have established a number of commercial properties, including two business incubators along 
Lake Street, and have brought renewed vitality to this strip. 
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c. History of existing access I Effect on the neighborhood: 
Interstate 35W was built through the Minneapolis Southside in the mid 1960s, improving access 
to downtown employment and business centers for residents of the southern suburbs. 
Construction required the demolition of several hundred homes and businesses in what is now 
Phillips, bringing significant disruption to the established fabric of the neighborhood. Franklin 
Avenue and Lake Street, which were important commercial thoroughfares, were provided with 
incomplete access to and from the highway system. 
The loss of homes and businesses, the provision of incomplete access to the neighborhood's 
commercial corridors, the removal of potential customers from the neighborhood's street grid 
(who now commuted through the neighborhood via 35W and 1-94), the increased convenience of 
suburban commuting made possible by 35W and 1-94, and the continuing subsidies that favored 
suburban residential choice combined to decrease the commercial viability and residential 
desirability of the Phillips neighborhood. As a result, its decline paralleled that of other central city 
locations nationwide. 
d. Existing access to 35W in the project area: 
Franklin Avenue has one access point to the freeway system (an on-ramp to northbound 35W), 
while Lake Street has an off-ramp from northbound 35W and an on-ramp to southbound 35W 
(two of a possible four access points): 
Ill. /-35 Access Project participants: 
Several parties play a formal role in the decision making process for this project. Additionally, a 
number of key political actors and institutions that are not part of the formal process have played 
a significant role in its progress. Some of the groups, and the actions they have been responsible 
for, are listed below: 
a. The Phillips Partnership: 
The Phillips Partnership is a coalition of business interests located in the Phillips neighborhood. 
Members include Allina Health Systems (Abbott Northwestern Hospital), Honeywell, Norwest 
Mortgage (which has acquired the Honeywell property), Children's Hospital, Norwest Bank, US 
Bank, and the Great Lakes Center (the redeveloped Sears site). 
Phillips Partnership members have expressed interest in improving access to their facilities for 
several years, and have commissioned a number of preliminary transportation studies with this 
aim, most recently in the Abbott Northwestern Transportation Study and the Phillips 
Transportation Initiative, both completed in early 1998. 
The Partnership has long-standing relationships with government agencies and leaders, and has 
as a result been able to secure the commitment of the city and county's political leadership to 
initiatives for upgraded transportation access. As a result of this support and of the strength of 
their political connections, the Phillips Partnership was able to obtain a $2 million grant from the 
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US Congress in May 1998 for the preparation of detailed preliminary plans for upgraded access 
to l-35W. A 20% local match of the funds was required by the Federal government in order to 
release the funds; Hennepin County, the City of Minneapolis, and Mn/DOT have committed to 
provide the funds necessary to fulfill this requirement, allowing the project to move forward. 
An important consideration in this process centers on the role that the Partnership plays in the 
planning of transportation improvements for the area where their real estate and commercial ; 
interests are located. As the excerpt below indicates, the Partnership ("an organization of local 
sponsors") is in charge of coordinating and managing the project on behalf of the lead agency 
(status granted by Mn/DOT to Hennepin County for this process). 
A New Project Development Process! 
The Transportation Initiative represents a non-traditional 
approach to gain consensus for the implementation of 
needed transportation improvements. An organization of 
local sponsors will coordinate and manage the project on 
behalf of a local government agency (Hennepin County), who 
has requested lead agency status from the Minnesota 
Department of Transportation. Neighborhoods, residents, 
businesses, institutions, and local governments are all 
working cooperatively to advance needed transportation 
system improvements in the project area. The Phillips 
Partnership hopes to continue the success of this program 
with the support of the Transportation Initiative sponsors. 
(l-35W Access Alternatives, 1998) 
As a result, the Partnership controls the scope and direction of the public investment which will be 
required for access upgrades in the 35W / Lake Street area. The question of how the public good 
fits into the direction given to the project is relevant ~ecause the public agencies involved have in 
effect ceded their traditional role as stewards of transportation planning projects to the 
Partnership. It is relevant to note here that the earlier transportation studies commissioned by 
Partnership members form the basis of the options and recommendations pursued in the current 
planning effort, and that the lead consultant for the present project was also in charge of the 
earlier efforts. 
b. Political actors: 
The Partnership enjoys wide political support for its transportation initiative. Much of it comes as 
a result of carefully cultivated efforts to promote the Partnership and its members as responsible 
corporate citizens who are committed to the welfare of the Phillips neighborhood. The greater 
part of it, however, comes from the general recognition that the neighborhood faces severe 
challenges that need to be addressed if the city is to provide reasonable access to life 
improvement opportunities for all its citizens. Located within one of the more affluent 
metropolitan regions in the country, the poverty rate in Phillips is almost 15 times higher than the 
metro average (50% vs. 3 to 4%), with per capita incomes that are 20% of the metro average. 
Higher than average rates of poverty and unemployment speak to the need for economic 
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revitalization of the neighborhood. Given that the Partnership's promotion of upgraded access to 
its sites (see Section IV.a below) is justified by citing economic revitalization as its driving force, 
and that no competing vision for the economic improvement of the area has been put forward, the 
enthusiastic support of political leaders is virtually guaranteed. Perception of Phillips as an 
undesirable, dangerous and troubled neighborhood is strong, and political actors who are seen to 
champion initiatives to remedy its condition stand to gain significant political capital. Several 
political leaders have put forward declarations of support for the project and its goals. 
'' The development of businesses along Lake Street is a 
product of the streetcar era. lmprot•ed freeway access will 
reposition Lake Street for the next century. " 
Hennepin County Commissioner Peter Mclaughlin 
"Imagine a freeway with improved access serving South 
Minneapolis residents and businesses! Freeway access will 
/1e/p create new jobs ancl business opportunities. strength-
ening our residential neighborhoods ancl revitalizing our 
community. " · 
Minneapolis Mayor Sharon Sayles Belton 
(l-35W Access Project Brochure, 1999) 
Given that the neighborhood is not well organized politically (it has not had an active 
neighborhood organization since 1996, when People of Phillips was dissolved, and it is currently 
in the midst of breaking up into four smaller neighborhoods), the opinion of neighborhood 
residents on the changes proposed carries limited weight. This political vacuum has allowed the 
Partnership and its supporters to present major transportation system changes touted as 
indispensable components of the neighborhood's revitalization and recovery. Whether the scale 
of changes proposed will overwhelm the neighborhood's slow recovery as a residential and 
commercial district while favoring the interests of large business entities remains to be seen. 
c. Government organizations I Public agencies: 
Several public agencies are involved in this project. They, however, play a limited role as most of 
the steering of the work, and the work itself, have been left to the Partnership and the consultant 
team. Following is a list of some of the agencies involved and a short description of the role they 
are playing in this process. 
• Hennepin County: 
Hennepin County is the lead agency for this project, which would typically mean that it holds the 
greatest amount of control over the scope and direction of work carried out within the project. In 
reality, however, much of this control has been ceded by the county to the Phillips Partnership, 
which as was noted earlier, has been designated as the "organization of local sponsors" who are 
in charge of coordinating and managing the project. 
Hennepin County Commissioner Maclaughlin has been actively involved in moving the project 
forward and setting up the organizational structure for the carrying out of the work. 
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Representatives from Hennepin County are members of both the Project and Technical Advisory 
Committees. Additionally, the County holds final approval authority for any access 
recommendation resulting from the preliminary design process. 
• The Minnesota Department of Transportation (Mn/DOT): 
The Department of Transportation has jurisdiction over Minnesota's highway system. As such, its 
involvement in this process has been principally focused on ensuring that possible ramp additions 
do not negatively impact l-35W traffic flows. Although Mn/DOT has not been directly involved in 
the design of the ramps, its representatives have suggested locations that are consistent with 
DOT regional goals for l-35W traffic management. Mn/DOT has also furnished the consultant 
team with necessary information for completion of their work, including data on existing highway 
geometrics, survey data, and mainline traffic figures. 
Joining the Partnership's transportation initiative has been beneficial for the DOT as it has 
allowed the department to recommend significant transportation system changes without actually 
being directly involved in the process and encountering possible opposition from residents, 
neighborhood organizations, and local politicians. This strategy has not been successful in all 
cases, however. One of the more controversial aspects of this project has centered on the 
proposed closing of the highway on-ramp at Franklin and 5th Avenue, which serves the Phillips, 
Stevens Square, and Elliot Park neighborhoods. This ramp is the main access point to the 
freeway system for these neighborhoods, and is considered an important connection for 
commercial revitalization efforts along the Franklin strip. Mn/DOT has expressed interest in 
closing this ramp for several years as it produces a small amount of flow friction on traffic 
merging from northbound l-35W into the l-94/35W commons area (near where this ramp enters 
the freeway). A proposal was made by the consultant team and the DOT to close this ramp and 
relocate it to 26th Street, which would have allowed correction of the flow friction issue (and 
provided more convenient access to 35W from Partnership sites) but which would also have 
brought significant traffic increases through residential portions of Phillips and increased the level 
of inconvenience for area residents who rely on this ramp to access the freeway system. 
• The City of Minneapolis: 
The City officially backs the Partnership transportation initiative. Mayor Belton has provided 
strong support, as have the City's public works and planning departments. The project's goal of 
increasing freeway access to the Phillips neighborhood is consistent with City efforts to intensify 
commercial and light industrial uses in the area. A great part of Minneapolis's Empowerment 
Zone lies within the project area, and the City (through MCDA, its community development 
agency) has invested significant resources in the Great Lakes Center, which is a Partnership 
member and would directly benefit from upgraded access to the area. 
Actual involvement in the process by the City's public works and planning departments has been 
limited. Both have provided the consultant team with background information necessary for 
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project work, including city survey data, access to city mapping resources, and traffic information 
(used for modeling of traffic counts within the city grid). 
Study of possible access or circulation impacts on livability issues and related neighborhood 
concerns has not been carried out by the City's planning department. This issues have instead 
been delegated to the Partnership's consultant team, who included discussion of these issues in 
the traffic engineering report. 
• The Metropolitan Council: 
The Metropolitan Council is supportive of the Partnership's transportation initiative, although 
active involvement by the Council has been limited to its Metro Transit agency. This agency is 
involved in coordinating proposed ramp construction with new two-level bus stations at Lake 
Street. These stations are proposed for connecting conventional bus service along Lake Street 
with express bus service on 35W. Design of these stations is ongoing, and it is expected that 
construction will begin sometime in 2001. 
d. Consultant team: 
The consultant team for the project remains unchanged from earlier Partnership work. 
Project management is provided by Smith Parker, a legal firm with connections to federal, state 
and local agencies and politicians. This firm is at present also acting as project manager for the 
Greenway corridor study (for the 29th Street railway trench that parallels Lake Street and which 
has been proposed for a busway / LRT route), and is connected to other transportation efforts in 
the area. Smith Parker is represented in both the Project Advisory Committee (PAC) and the 
Technical Advisory Committee (TAC). 
Engineering services are currently provided by Short Elliot Hendrickson (SEH). Orr Shelen 
Mayeron (OSM), who produced earlier transportation improvement studies for Partnership 
members, became lead consultant for this project when federal funding was approved. The firm 
was absorbed by SEH in December of 1999, and the same personnel, who are now em_ployed by 
SEH, remain in charge of the project. The firm is responsible for engineering studies, geometrics, 
preparation of plans, ramp traffic analysis, cost estimates, and visualization, among other tasks. 
The firm of Bennett Ringrose Weisfeld (BRW) is responsible for traffic modeling and analysis at 
the level of neighborhood streets. 
The consultant team, along with representatives from Mn/DOT, Hennepin County and the City of 
Minneapolis, make up the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC). 
e. Citizens: 
Citizen participation in the project planning process is limited to the following: 
• The Project Advisory Committee: 
Disbursement of the Federal money for this project required the establishment of a citizen 
participation mechanism. A Project Advisory Committee (PAC), made up of representatives from 
Phillips Partnership members and from representatives of various neighborhood organizations, 
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was set up to satisfy this requirement. Its task is to evaluate the different proposals prepared by 
the Partnership's consultants and to recommend preferred alternatives for the final configuration 
of access upgrades. The recommendations of this committee are not binding, as they require the 
approval of the Technical Advisory Committee and Hennepin County. 
• Open House Meetings: 
Open house meetings are a typical component of the public participation mechanism for 
transportation planning projects. Though sometimes presented otherwise, these are basically. 
information sessions in which the public is presented with the available or recommended options 
for the project. Polls, where attendees are asked to pick their preferred options, are not 
uncommon. Although these polls usually carry little weight in the decision-making process, 
misleading presentation of their results can be used to claim support for controversial projects, 
thereby minimizing public opposition and controversy. 
The l-35W Access Project open house meetings were held in September of 1999. Attendees had 
the opportunity to choose preferred alternatives from 18 options available at the time. The 
controversial ramp relocation option mentioned in Section 111.c above was not made available to 
the PAC until a week after the open house meetings were held and was thus not shown to the 
public at these meetings. Additionally, although a "no change" option was not available on the 
open house ballots, this was, for some alternatives, the majority response. A report produced for 
release after these meetings did not accurately reflect this fact, prompting protests by PAC 
members who felt the public meeting process was being manipulated, and leading to the revision 
of the report (which was not released for distribution). Excerpts from the original and revised 
reports, regarding the provision of northbound exit ramps to 28th Street (which duplicate existing 
exit ramps at 31st Street) are provided below: 
• Regarding Northbound Exit, a majority 
of responses supported a combination of 
altematives(3A, 3B, 3C, 3D, 7 A, & 7B) to 
provide access to 28th Street (53%); no 
change was indicated by 26%. 
Original report 
Northbound Exit Alternatives 
No change ........................... 18 
Alt. 3B .............................. 10 
Alt. 3C ................. · ............ .10 
Alt. 3A ............................... 9 
Alt. 7C ................................ 9 
Alt. BC ....................••........ .5 
Alt. 3D .............................. .4 
Alt. 7A ............................... 2 
Alt. 7B ............................... 1 
Revised report (unreleased) 
Public participation in the open house meetings has not led to significant changes on the scope or 
direction of the project. Project proponents require public support in order to increase the 
likelihood of securing funding for construction of the preferred alternatives (which will be 
presented to the public sometime in late September and likely be finalized sometime in October 
of 2000). 
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f. Organizational structure: 
■ The Technical Advisory Committee (TAC): 
This committee is made up by the consultant team and the public agencies involved. It is 
responsible for shaping the ramp alternatives studied, and for resolving technical questions 
related to their provision. Meetings of this committee are closed to the public. 
■ The Project Advisory Committee (PAC): 
This committee is made up of representatives from neighborhood organizations and from 
representatives of Phillips Partnership members. It acts on options presented by the TAC and by 
other agencies or committees (by endorsing particular options or initiatives). Meetings of this 
committee are held every two weeks and are open to the public. Decisions of this committee may 
be overruled by TAC or by Hennepin County. 
• Hennepin County 
Discussed ·in Section 111.c above. 
■ Phillips Partnership 
Discussed in Section Ill.a above. 
A chart showing the organizational structure and membership of the committees is given below: 
j 1-35W Access Project Recommendations j 
I Phillips Partnership /- '-J Hennepin Countv I 
I 
Project Advisory Committee (PAC) 
Project Manager, Smith Parker LLP 
Allina Health 
Norwest Mortgage 
Children's Hospital 
Honeywell 
Great lakes Center 
Fannie Mae 
lake Street Partners 
Lake Street Council 
Urban Ventures 
Powderhom Park neighborhood 
Bancroft neighborhood 
Phillips ETC 
Central neighborhood 
Whittier CDC 
Bryant neighborhood 
Whittier Alliance 
Lyndale neighborhood 
Kingfield neighborhood 
Hennepin County 
I 
Technical Advisory Committee ITAC) 
Project Manager, Smith Parker LLP 
Hennepin County 
City of Minneapolis 
Metropolitan Council 
Mn/DOT 
SEH Consultants 
BRW 
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IV. Proposed changes: 
Several changes to the transportation network in Phillips have been proposed by the Phillips 
Partnership. Most of these concern the construction of new ramps to and from Interstate 35W, 
while others concern the permanent designation of neighborhood one way streets as traffic 
arterials in order to accommodate their direct connection to the highway system. 
a. Ramp proposals: 
Eighteen different alternatives were prepared by the Phillips Partnership's consultants and 
presented to the PAC and the public in open house meetings held in September 1999. An 
additional proposal for the closing of the on-ramp at Franklin & 5th Avenue and its relocation to 
26th Street was presented a week after the open house meetings. 
As was pointed out in the section above, the main reason given for this project is to aid Lake 
Stre~t revitalization by upgrading access to·this corridor from 35W. It would be consistent with 
the project's stated goal to expect that the majority of proposals presented would thus focus on 
providing those access ramps which were not originally provided at this location, namely an on-
ramp from Lake to northbound 35W and of an off-ramp from southbound 35W to Lake. However, 
of the fifteen proposals which concern the Lake Street location (the other four address the 
relocation of the 35th and 36th Street ramps to 38th Street), only two provide these missing 
access points. The remaining thirteen proposals explore the provision of direct connection 
between 26th and 28th Street to 35W. It is relevant to note that Partnership sites would be well 
served by ramps at these locations: although the configuration of each of the thirteen proposals 
vary, some provide off-ramps from 35W to 28th Street (currently an eastbound one way street 
leading to the Honeywell/Norwest Mortgage, Abbot Northwestern and the Great Lakes Center 
sites), while others provide entrance ramps to 35W from 26th Street (currently a westbound one 
way street leading from the Honeywell/Norwest Mortgage and Abbot Northwestern sites). It is 
also important to note that these ramps directly duplicate access presently provided at 31st Street 
(northbound 35W to Lake Street, and from Lake Street to southbound 35W - some of the 
proposed ramps are shown on the attached Appendix). 
b. Circulation proposals: 
Another issue that has been brought up for discussion concerns the designation of 26th and 28th 
streets as one or two way streets. These are currently one way, three lanes each, serving as 
east-west arterials and carrying significant traffic through the neighborhood and to and from 
Partnership sites. Residents have indicated strong interest in turning these streets back into their 
original configuration as two way, one lane streets, citing concerns about high travel speeds and 
the relatively high volumes of traffic that travel through this part of Phillips. Residents claim that 
high volume thoroughfares are incompatible with the character of the neighborhood, which hosts 
single and multi family housing, an elementary school, parks, senior apartments and community 
centers. Additionally, they claim that one way traffic on 26th and 28th streets adversely affect 
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pedestrian safety, community cohesion and other neighborhood livability characteristics. 
Recent City of Minneapolis policy has been to reconfigure one way streets to two ways in 
recognition of the decreased speeds, enhanced safety and improved livability they promote. 
Planning and urban design literature also point out traffic calming and livability advantages of two 
way streets for residential areas. 
The Partnership consultant team recommended that 26th and 28th streets be permanently 
designated as a one way pair, and that they be directly connected to 35W. They supported their 
recommendations with traffic projections that indicated increased travel demand along these 
corridors, and argued that the revitalization of the neighborhood is contingent on providing 
enhanced access to these streets. This recommendation was endorsed by the Partnership and 
narrowly approved by the PAC. 
It should be noted that 26th and 28th streets directly service Partnership sites, and that they 
would need to remain one way streets in order to allow direct connection of these streets to the 
highway system. Earlier studies by commissioned by Partnership members had also 
recommended the maintenance of these streets as one way thoroughfares. 
V. Evaluation of proposals: 
The Phillips Partnership project to upgrade access to 35W raises several concerns, some of 
which are as follows: 
a. Unclear benefits: 
Most of the ramp proposals offered provide little or no improvement in access for Lake Street. 
Some of these duplicate existing access while requiring significant property acquisition. The 
majority of ramp proposals provide access to 26th and 28th Street, which provide little benefit to 
the commercial viability of Lake Street and instead place additional traffic on residential streets 
whose residents have already voiced complaints about traffic speed and volume. Construction of 
the off ramps at 26th and 28th Street would remove Partnership employees, customers and other 
commuters from Lake Street itself, hindering its visibility and revitalization. 
b. Lack of comprehensive planning: 
The primary focus of this process has been to provide improved transportation network access to 
Partnership facilities, both in their present form and after planned expansions (which are 
programmed for Abbott Hospital, Norwest Mortgage, and the Great Lakes Center). As a result, 
magnified importance has been given to traffic projections and engineering studies while 
neglecting livability issues. The decision to keep 26th and 28th streets as one way over the 
objection of residents is based on traffic projections rather than on a more comprehensive view 
encompassing livability issues that a planning study might have provided. No such study has 
been undertaken as part of this process, resulting in an incomplete understanding of impacts from 
construction of the new ramps. Some of the proposed ramps require condemnation of several 
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residential and commercial blocks, a change that has not been considered past their acquisition 
cost. Without the resources to hire planning consultants, neighborhood residents have had little 
opportunity for presenting an alternative view of development and access options. 
c. The limited role of public agencies: 
The City of Minneapolis, Hennepin County and Mn/DOT have so far played a limited role in this 
process. They have mostly functioned as technical advisors to the Partnership's consultants, : 
providing mapping and survey information, traffic count data, and the like. The City's planning 
department has not made recommendations on ramp alternatives or traffic circulation patterns to 
the PAC, nor have they undertaken planning studies of possible impacts stemming from access 
upgrade decisions. As a result of the diminished role played by government entities in this 
matter, the relative influence of Partnership recommendations is magnified. Additionally, since 
these agencies serve as advisors to the consultant team rather than stewards of this process, 
resident groups have decreased opportunity for influencing the project's direction. 
d. The issue of control and accountability: 
The central question this project raises centers on the appropriateness of placing private groups 
in control of the planning for public facilities. Given that access to transportation infrastructure 
has significant effects on real estate valuation and commercial viability, it should be expected that 
private groups with interests in a particular area would aim to steer these processes for their 
benefit. Placing them in charge of these processes virtually guarantees that the project's final 
configuration will have been significantly shaped by their concerns. There are three main 
objections to this outcome: 
• Public funds are used for the planning, design, and construction of these projects, 
• Decisions involving transportation access have long-lasting effects on land use, affecting the 
viability of residential and commercial zones, and 
• Business and residential interests commonly hold conflicting views on what is appropriate 
and desirable for a particular project area. 
Placing private, commercial interests in the position of shaping public policy dilutes citizen 
influence in the process, and may thus lead to proposals that produce adverse effects for the 
overall population. In the case of the 35W project, it can be seen that although the stated goal of 
the project is to reconnect Lake Street with the regional transportation system, the majority of the 
work done so far has focused on providing additional access to Partnership sites. Effects on 
neighborhood livability (pedestrian safety, neighborhood connectivity, cohesion) have not been 
part of the project study. This is inconsistent with good public policy, given that public monies 
have paid for the study and will pay for construction of the final designs. Partnership members 
who steer the planning process (by hiring and providing guidance to the consultants who then put 
forward recommendations framed in neutral technical language) directly benefit from the 
provision of the access improvements they recommend, while neighborhood groups who may be 
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adversely affected have little recourse other than making their objections known during PAC 
meetings. Lacking their own technical experts, these groups lack the expertise to question those 
assertions made by the consultants which determine the final shape of recommendations. 
Citizens are placed at a disadvantage when private groups, rather than public agencies, are 
placed in control of public processes. 
VI. Conclusions: 
The workings of the 35W Access Project raise several important questions about the appropriate 
role of public/private partnerships, particularly in relation to the control of public planning 
processes. It seems reasonable to argue that transportation planning decisions, which have long 
term impacts on land use and city form, should remain under the guidance and control of public 
agencies which, although not necessarily neutral, are less likely to respond to the potential 
financial advantages that may result from these decisions. Placing private entities with financial 
interest in a particular outcome in positions of control is likely to result in distorted processes that 
utilize public resources for the gain of those parties placed in control of the decision-making. The 
Phillips Partnership effort in the access upgrade for Lake Street would seem to validate such a 
view, as it seems clear that a significant portion of the Partnership's effort has been directed 
towards securing improved access for its members' facilities. 
It is hoped that consideration of fair and equitable access to planning processes will lead to a 
reconsideration of appropriate roles for private entities in the public realm. 
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